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Photo Booth

These Photos Are “Pure Fiction”
Talia Chetrit’s heady and eclectic body of work pokes holes in our expectations of what an image can

reveal or hide.

By Chris Wiley

November 7, 2023

“Roman on Denis,” 2022. Photographs by Talia Chetrit / Courtesy of the artist, Kaufmann Repetto, Sies + Höke, 
and Hannah Hoffman

T
Nevertheless, she understands the confusion. Chetrit is a photographer who has

often made herself and her family the subjects of her work, which would
seemingly situate her in a lineage of diaristic artists such as Sally Mann and
Elinor Carucci. But she told me recently, when I visited her studio, in upstate 

New York, that she considers all of her work “pure �ction.”

alia Chetrit wants you to know that her partner, Denis, doesn’t normally 

bottle-feed their son while wearing a Gucci bondage harness.

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth
https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/chris-wiley


“Boob Top,” 2023.



“Breaker (Chain),” 1997/2023.



Chetrit, whose �rst solo museum show in the United States is now on view at 
the Wadsworth Atheneum, in Hartford, Connecticut, has had what appears at 
�rst glance to be a peripatetic career in photography. In addition to her self-
portraits and pictures of her family, she has done moody, telephoto street 
photographs, optically tricky still-lifes, and slick fashion shoots. She has even 
dived into heady conceptual waters, exhibiting photos that she made in high 
school, which take on poignant layers of meaning in retrospect. Ultimately, 
however, her disparate work is part of a uni�ed quest to pick apart and play 
with photographic conventions and, by extension, to poke holes in our 
expectations of what an image can reveal or hide.



“Mom and Dad,” 2023.



Born and raised in Washington, D.C., Chetrit recalls that she was “out of the

womb calling myself an artist.” She started making pictures as a teen-ager,
setting up a darkroom in her parents’ laundry room and taking over a custodial

closet at her high school. But she claims, in characteristically elusive fashion,
that she was “never interested in other people’s photography.” It was only later,

while studying at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, that she came to
the conclusion that her ideas were better suited to the medium. The pictures

that she made in high school, and later repurposed, were by no means virtuosic.
They were, for the most part, exactly what you would expect. There is a pouty

self-portrait in a short tennis skirt that radiates both childish petulance and
budding sexual awareness. In her photographs of friends, some subjects

practically vibrate with adolescent awkwardness, and others melodramatically
perform their angst. A nude portrait of two female friends strikes a tenuous

balance between discomfort and half-understood sensuality. Seen now, the
power and the charm of this early work spring directly from its guilelessness.

Other photographers have attempted to capture the essence of girlhood directly
—Mann, for instance, in her stunning, controversial series “Immediate Family,”

or Justine Kurland in her more allegorical, cinematic “Girl Pictures.” But
Chetrit’s novel act of self-appropriation delivers truths by way of her younger

self ’s ham-�sted attempt to conceal them.

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth/justine-kurland-captures-the-lawless-energy-of-teen-age-girls


“Self-Portrait (Corey Tippin Makeup #1),” 2017.



Another group of images from those days presaged Chetrit’s interest in

photographic �ction. In them, her friends play dead, the victims of made-up
murders that look simultaneously grisly and unconvincing. (In one, a victim is

pictured slumped against a door, her bloodied hand resting on a piece of paper
so as not to dirty the �oor.) The pictures make me think of Weegee’s

sensationalized crime-scene photos, and of our culture’s ghoulish obsession
with true crime. I think of the horrors of school shootings, and the pictures of

their aftermath that never reach the public eye. I think of the images of
children killed in warfare, pushed onto our social-media feeds. For a teen-age

Chetrit, however, the constructed scenes were mostly a way to make pictures
that weren’t boring. She told me, “ I had this breakthrough moment in high

school where I was, like, ‘Oh, I don’t need to wait until my life becomes
interesting.’ ”

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/05/28/weegee-the-famous-the-voyeur-and-exhibitionist


“Hard to Title,” 2019.



Chetrit has never let go of the idea that photography can be used to create an

illusory world outside of our humdrum day-to-day. In her mature pictures, she
almost seems to be daring you to believe that she is telling the truth. Some of

them, like an image on view at the Wadsworth of Chetrit holding her son to
her chest immediately after giving birth, have the unmistakable �avor of

intimacy. They are what you might expect from a photographer who is intent
on bringing the viewer close and getting “real.” But others, like her series of

deadpan “bottomless” self-portraits, for which she poses for the camera nude
from the waist down, or a pair of lighthearted pictures of her and Denis having

sex in a bucolic �eld that are intruded upon by the sinuous black line of the
camera’s cable release, feel more like a burlesque of intimacy. Chetrit seems to

be mocking our desire for self-exposure without actually divulging much. She
told me that she started making her sex pictures soon after she and Denis

began dating, as a kind of “test” to see if he would be “willing to be there in my
work.” She went on, “That wasn’t our sex life. That was our sex life with a

camera, and what the camera did to our sex life and our relationship at the
time.”



“Buckle (Pam Hogg),” 2023.



collaborators. She takes obvious pleasure in dressing Denis in an array of high-

end womenswear and edgy, bondage-inspired kit, and in the provocative
strangeness of, say, juxtaposing the legs of her infant son with a pair of glossy,

thigh-high stiletto boots. For a series of photographs, she invited the makeup
artist and Andy Warhol associate Corey Tippin to do her up in his signature

clownish style. In an image, Chetrit appears with a stocking stretched over her
garish face, like some perverse mashup of a china doll and a bank robber. You

get the sense that she views making a photograph the same way a child views
playing dress-up: as a chance to stretch the boundaries of the possible.

Chetrit’s editorial work has allowed her to play around with designer clothing,

like that Gucci harness, which she gets on loan from various stylist friends and



“Jean Shoe,” 2021.



“Shoe / Trash,” 2022.



Even if Chetrit considers her work “pure �ction,” her images sometimes betray
the eye of a documentarian. A picture of her son, adorably �ailing on Denis’s
chest, with a foot pressed against his father’s stubbled chin, is a stirring,
unfakeable portrait of family life. In her pictures of Denis, no matter how
ludicrous or stagy, it is impossible to conceal that he is her willing, often joyful,
accomplice. (She told me that his reaction to her more outlandish requests is
always: “What? No! O.K.”) Similarly, her pictures of her parents exude their
supportive gameness, and touchingly expose their affection for each other. Her
self-portraits, which stray intentionally into self-objecti�cation, have a sneaking
air of de�ance, like one she took while pregnant, naked and straddling a mirror
with her camera pressed to an eye. Chetrit’s photography asks us to re�ect on
the imaginary worlds that images create. But sometimes, even through the fun-
house lens, small truths, like love or self-love, can be glimpsed.



“Self-Portrait (Downward),” 2019.

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth/these-photos-are-pure-fiction
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L’origine du monde-Selfies: Sabrina Tarasoff talks to Talia 
Chetrit

June 22, 2018

Sabrina Tarasoff: Before I ask you about your process, can you introduce the 
subjects of your recent exhibition “Showcaller” at the Kölnischer Kunstverein? 
Nudes, cityscapes, flies, nipples in chains: Where do they find family resemblan-
ces? 

Talia Chetrit: I suppose it is possible to divide this show into three parts 
which are seemingly in contrast to each other. The aesthetics and approach are 
very different, but the work is unified by its relationship to privacy.



o

The Streets (2015–ongoing) photographs were all taken from tall buildings in 
New York City and were shot through glass windows using a long lens. These nu-
merous layers of interruptions between the camera and the many subjects who 
walk the city below almost abstract the images. No one is aware that I’m taking 
their picture, and everyone remains fairly anonymous. I like to think that I’m 
both respecting and invading privacy in a single image. In the Sex (2016–on-
going) pictures, I am documenting my partner and I having sex in a picturesque, 
natural landscape. I am tethered to the camera by a long and visible cable 
release. There is a sense that the viewer is implicated in the act. The third 
part is a more loosely grouped set of black-and-white images of intimate momen-
ts, for example Fly on Body (2012), which captures the fleeting moment of con-
tact when a fly lands on skin.

The sex pictures, the street photographs, and the small black and whites are 
very different types of work, but once they are positioned together, I hope 
that one is compelled to consider the dynamics of permission and intimacy. In 
doing so a triangulation begins between the body of work, the action of photo-
graphing, and the people observing the work. By positioning and contextualizing 
these bodies of work together, in close physical proximity, the process and 
specific intentions of each are called into question.

ST: Your last exhibition at Sies + Höke in Düsseldorf, “POSER,” repurposed pho-
tographs you had taken in your early teens, circa 1994–97. These portraits of 
yourself and your close friends hold some lackadaisical center, the centrifu-
ge of adolescence I guess, around which other more recent photographs orbit. 
Bearing in mind that ours is a generation beholden to the soft idling of Sofia 
Coppola films, the Instagram aesthetic of girlish listlessness, all that dilu-
ted Edie Sedgwick-esque sadness idolizing the diabolical school of girlhood, we 
could probably talk a lot about girlhood and its co-optation in social media, 
how that relates to your image-making… But let’s start from here: How has your 
process and relationships to your subjects changed since you first started ta-
king photographs?

TC: Of course, the way I think about images has changed, but the process and 
relationships to my subjects have not really changed at all. This similarity 
was articulated in “POSER,” where images I had taken in middle school and high 
school were combined with three recent self-portraits. My interest in reacti-
vating the early pictures was to examine a teenage understanding of the repre-
sentation of sexuality and an adult’s projection onto those same images. For 
the new pictures, I invited Corey Tippin, a prominent makeup artist within the 
New York scene in the 1970s, and we tried out a series of ideas together. As 
it turned out, this was not unlike the way my girlfriends and I had dressed up 
for the photographs taken in my teenage years. These images are a consciously 
constructed interpretation of self-image in front of a camera, in one case as a 
teenager and in the other as an adult. The intent, the references, and the re-
lationship to ourselves — psychologically — and our bodies — physically — have 
evolved, but the dressing up and the posing remain similar. To have taken ima-
ges from my archive and placed them into an exhibition twenty years later is 
a distinctive act that is as much a subject of the exhibition as the pictures 
themselves. At the time, those images were never going to be seen, but today 
those pictures would have immediately been publicly shared, and are an example 

of, as you say, the “Instagram aesthetic of girlish listlessness.”

ST: Where does failure come into this? In an Interview feature, you’re quoted 
saying that you considered your first exhibition a failure, and that it changed 
your thinking. Perhaps because much of your vocabulary overlaps with avant-gar-
de photography and its formal elegance, your work often feels very calculated 
and finished. For example, “POSER” seemed to locate spaces (or faces) of inti-
macy in your youth and carry them into the present for reevaluation, which in 
itself might be considered as a reevaluation of what intimacy meant then and 
what it means now — as an affect, need, coping mechanism, fantasy, or something 
entirely else. There is so much margin for error in that, so much psychological 
murkiness. Does thinking about failure — such as past works that didn’t pan out 
as planned, or more to the point, photography’s inevitable shortcomings — help 
guide you through these spaces?

TC: In the Interview article you are referring to, I was speaking specifically 
of how I felt about my first exhibition, which was about ten years ago.

But, failure in the sense of vulnerability is something I seek to achieve. So-
metimes imperfection is symbolic of vulnerability, and those intentional or 
unintentional flaws add dimension. For example, in the Murder (1997–2017) pictu-
res that I took in high school, which were also included in “POSER,” I staged 
different murder scenarios with my friend. At the time I was experimenting with 
the boundaries of fictions, but what I like about them today is how flawed they 
actually are. In most of the pictures, my friend’s tightly laced-up boot appe-



ars to have been thrown off her foot. At the time I didn’t see this flaw, but 
I now see that mistake as a metaphor for the predatory situations that girls 
are forced to try and understand at a young age. I also allow for and encoura-
ge flaws in my work. I refer to the temporal aspects of the performance for the 
camera by showing clothing imprints and bra lines and often keeping the de-
bris, like the clothing that was taken off and the equipment, in the edges of 
the frame. As you mentioned, these “failures” break down the fictions that are 
built in to the medium itself. There is a never-ending dialogue between fiction 
and the photograph as evidence.

ST: This feels closely related to problems that arise within the biographical 
format. As a writer, when stuck with the messy shape of a life and the slip-
periness of writing, doubt can be entertained through speculation — through 
various accounts, through literary devices, even through the spaces of silen-
ce that come from subjects who are either dead or reluctant to share. What can 
be known about a subject, and what kind of meaning we can tease out from them, 
their expressions, are a difficult thing to convey in an image — and seems to 
motivate your practice. Photographing your family, covertly, or your friends; 
revisiting old materials; even in photographing yourself having sex with your 
partner. Biographers will often pursue their subjects because they are, in some 
aspect, unknowable to them. How does the “unknowable” within your subjects, or 
the impossibility of ever really knowing someone, inform your thinking about 
form?

TC: I agree that a subject is not knowable through a lens. But the presence of 
the camera both creates and reveals vulnerabilities in my subject (which is 
sometimes me), which can give access to understanding.

Sometimes it’s about setting up a situation in which my relationship with my 
subject is challenged in order to incorporate the camera. For example, in the 
sex pictures, I asked my then-new partner if he would be willing to partici-
pate. In some ways this was an attempt to challenge him and provoke an invol-
vement in and a relationship to my work. There was also nothing at stake at 
the time, because these pictures could have never actually been shown to anyo-
ne. With that in mind, we were more engaged with the shoots as a performance 
between us and the camera.

The presence of the camera itself can also reveal an unknown side of the 
subject. An example of that dynamic occurred during a photo shoot with my pa-
rents. During the shoot, their interaction inspired me to videotape them wi-
thout their knowledge. I only started taking the video because the photo sho-
ot elicited a flirtation between them that I had not been a part of before. In 
Parents (2014), my dad is seen kissing my mother’s neck as she coyly asks: 
“Aren’t you glad I showered?” By revealing on video these in-between moments, 
when we were negotiating the pictures, I was able to capture a glimpse of the 
insecurities and shifting power dynamics that are inherent to being both in 
front of and behind the camera. In this particular instance, the parent/child 
dynamic was further complicated by the reversal of power.

ST: Of your 2015 show at Sies + Höke, “I’m Selecting,” Art Writing Daily de-
scribed your portraits as “l’origine du monde-selfies,” which is a nifty way 
to account for how sexuality in your work happens through convergences betwe-
en historical and present considerations of self-image. In many of the earlier 
works, like Crotch (2012), a triangular shape of pubic hair photographed as a 

sort of geometrical composition, or even in later works like Untitled (Bottom-
less) (2015), in which your legs act as framing devices for splintered images, 
sexuality seems implied through an abstraction of form. There is a noticeable 
difference between the work from 2011/12, which was more fragmentary, composed, 
and clearly “experimental,” and your current work, which is in a way more fluid 
and tactile. Can you talk a bit about this? Is it only a formal change, a shi-
ft in interest, or also a shift in your thinking about sexuality? Or just what 
modern womanhood is?

TC: I appreciate that you were looking so closely to notice this shift. Power 
dynamics, agency, sexuality, and the psychology behind imagery have always been 
an important part of my work. Earlier I was signaling to and questioning the 
history of photography and Surrealism as a way to start the conversation. Over 
the last six years or so, I have found that using the specificity of my own life 
— experiences, body, family, partners — is a way for me to challenge far more. 
I am continually reacting to my own work, to shows and to the sequencing of the 
shows; and trying to build upon, expand, and undermine ideas already laid out 
in my work.

ST: That leads me to another category of your work: the Celine, Acne, Helmut 
Lang… With an aesthetic surface that seems to so easily seep into the mainstre-
am, how do you complicate, disrupt, or think through a commercial lens vis-à-
vis your artistic practice? It seems really difficult to know what photography 

is supposed to do these days when the distinction between private and public is



so uniquely murky, and image management and self-branding have become full-ti-
me jobs for some. I wonder, for example, what it would mean to slap brand lo-
gos onto some of the photographs in “Showcaller”: How would they change? Could 
Streets #4 (2018) function just as well as a menswear ad for the nouveau busi-
ness casual guy? Or Untitled (Outdoor Sex #1) (2018) act as a sequence in the 
new Natalie Portman “Miss Dior” ads? I’m not saying this to offend or be fa-
cetious, but to consider what happens to an image — and how easily — when it 
slips between what T.J. Clark has called “notions of virtuality and visuali-
ty?”

TC: There’s very little that separates an Instagram photo from an ad campaign 
from an artwork when the image is looked at on its surface level and in iso-
lation. With a logo slapped on top, most images could function as a more-or-
less successful ad. A commercial photo is an offer of sale and is a collabora-
tion between a photographer, a client, a stylist, etc., to manage or massage a 
viewer’s perception of a brand. There is a directness and transparency about 
this that I appreciate. An ad is an end point or conclusion. An image for an 
exhibition is a starting point and is seen within a particular context, sur-
rounded by a curated collection of other images, to hopefully begin a dialogue 
and encourage a viewer to delve into their own perceptions of the work.

ST: What about power’s relationship to intimacy? “Showcaller” might designate 
a lack —maybe reverie? — through its hazy distances. But your claim to autho-
rity over the images, the reminders of our complicity in their construction, 
make me think less about how photography as a medium works through those ten-
sions, and more about how intimacy is forged and constructed through similar 
tensions. This may be returning to my first questions, full cycle — but what do 
you think? If we are to assume that a part of your pursuit in photography is 
to forge or construct intimacy, then to what end?

TC: Yes, this is full circle. That exhibition was titled “Showcaller” as a 
theatrical reference. A showcaller is the person who calls out cues, someo-
ne in an authoritative position but who ultimately is not in control. In this 
case, it was meant to point towards the performative aspects of the works in 
the exhibition. I consider this to be a good title for my work as a whole. 
The constructed situations and performances are controlled and staged for the 
camera, but so much of what then transpires can be seen as metaphorical and 
echoes current human experience. Conversations about overexposure and privacy 
arise; we are complicit in the permission to look, to analyze sexuality and to 
project our personal and cultural biases onto an image. With the pace in whi-
ch the world of images is changing, it is important to critically unpack and 
analyze how things are evolving and what the evolution means.

Sabrina Tarasoff is a writer and independent art critic living in Los Angeles.
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